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Good Morning Advisors!
 
Our 2023-2024 school year refresh continues with our Oklahoma BPA store being completely
refreshed and restocked. We have a few new items, some price decreases, and, best of all, the
ability to pay via invoice. Those of you wanting to use your activity accounts to purchase items for
students – this new feature is for you!
 
*Please note that there is nothing on the website that can be paid for using 412 funds.
 
The online store and the pop up store are both linked on the homepage of the OK BPA website, but I
am linking them in this email as well. Keep in mind that the pop up clothing store will close on
9/1/23. This is a temporary shop we are hosting in collaboration with Eskimo Joes.
 
Link to Oklahoma BPA Store: https://oklahoma-bpa-online-store.square.site/
Link to (temporary) clothing pop up shop: https://popup5.ejppg.com/
 
 
How to pay via PO/Invoice on the Oklahoma BPA Store (not available for the pop up shop)


1.      Select your items and add to cart
2.      Use coupon code INVOICE at checkout
3.      Select the “Invoiced Shipping ($10)” or the Pickup option for fulfillment
4.      Checkout
5.      Oklahoma BPA will send you an invoice to include your item total, shipping fees, and a


management fee of 4%.


6.      You will mail in your payment to “Oklahoma BPA” at 1500 W 7th Avenue, Stillwater, OK
74074


 
*The invoice option is available to advisors. Please do not share this process with students or parents.
We will cancel all orders placed in this manner if we do not have a record of the person placing the
order in our advisor system.
 
More updates happening as you read this! Have a great day!
 
Paxton Cavin
Oklahoma BPA State Advisor 
Oklahoma DECA Chartered Association Advisor
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